
Charting your basal body temperature (BBT), also called your waking temperature, is one of the most time-tested 

ways to track your fertility status and confirm if, and when, you are ovulating. By taking and charting your BBT 

throughout your menstrual cycle, you will be able to detect the natural rise in your temperature that occurs after 

ovulation, allowing you to pinpoint the days in your cycle that you are fertile.

How TempCue  Works
TempCue , the first BBT thermometer to connect to your smart device, makes BBT charting a snap! 
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Getting Started with TempCue  is Quick and Easy 
Simply download the free OvaGraph app from your app store, and 

begin taking your BBT first thing every morning. To take your BBT, 

open up the OvaGraph mobile app, plug the adapter into your smart 

device and the sensor into the adapter. Follow the prompts in the app 

to take a temperature reading. OvaGraph will automatically save and 

chart your BBT data. By charting your BBT daily, you will be able to 

determine, retroactively, if and when ovulation occurred. Once 

ovulation occurs, you will see a temperature rise (it’s important to note 

this rise is quite subtle) after ovulation and throughout the rest of your 

menstrual cycle. Typically, the shift occurs about 24 hours after 

ovulation and the temperature rise is around .4º F, however, this can vary from woman to woman.

Using a set of advanced algorithms, OvaGraph will automatically interpret your TempCue  data, and will display a 

possible ovulation date and a cover line once a temp shift occurs. BBT charting has never been so easy! 

TempCue  consists of a mobile adapter* and a BBT sensor. The mobile 

adapter plugs directly into your smart device, and the BBT sensor plugs 

into the adapter. TempCue  works in conjunction with OvaGraph, a 

comprehensive fertility charting app, and the official app of Toni 

Weschler’s best-selling book Taking Charge of Your Fertility. 

*If you purchased the TempCue Sensor Only, you should already have the mobile adapter.

Instructions
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Knowledge is Power!
 

Even though TempCue  and OvaGraph will work together to determine when you ovulated, we want to help all 

women understand how to interpret their own data. The OvaGraph Chart Gallery and the OvaGraph Forums are 

wonderful resources for learning about your fertility and reproductive health. Be sure to take advantage of all of that 

OvaGraph has to offer.

 

Tips for Successful BBT Charting
�    Take your BBT as soon as you wake up. It is recommended that you remain in bed, as any physical activity can       

      increase your waking temperature

�    Take your BBT at the same time every day, after at least 4 hours of consistent sleep

�    To ensure that you can see the temperature trends that indicate ovulation has occurred, be sure to begin taking     

      your BBT on day one of your menstrual cycle – the first day of your period.

Important!
 

TempCue  was developed to assist in predicting ovulation to aid in conception. TempCue  is not intended to be 

used as a contraceptive device and is not a fever thermometer. We make no claims as to reliability of results; many 

factors (physical and emotional) can influence temperature readings.

 

How Can We Help?
We want to help you get the most from your TempCue . For technical support and customer service, please contact 

us at 800-327-2837 or support@ovagraph.com.

Storage, Care and Cleaning
�    When not in use, store your TempCue  in a carrying case.

�    Store in a dry place at room temperature.

�    Wipe off your TempCue  sensor with mild soap and water after each use.

�    Keep out of reach of children.

Other Products from Fairhaven Health
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OvaCue Mobile

Pinpoint & confirm 

ovulation using your 

smart device.

FertilAid for Women & Men

Naturally improve your 

reproductive health & 

wellness.

OvaBoost

Enhance your egg 

quality and ovarian 

function naturally.
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